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Welcome to 
the first  edition 
of our brand 
neW food trends 
magazine.
At Churchill, we understand the importance of dedicated 
and detailed industry research. We are committed to 
discovering and monitoring key food and design trends 
to support our innovative new product development, 
helping us to thoroughly understand and meet the needs 
of our customers. 

This issue focuses on eight food industry trends that 
we believe are set to grow throughout 2017. After 
another exciting twelve months of research carried out 
in trendsetter locations across the UK and around the 
world, we look forward to introducing our insight and 
forthcoming predictions for spring and summer 2017.

SOPHIE DAVIES
Creative Manager, Hospitality
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our research
JourneY around 
THE WORLD...

NEW YORK

LONDON

SINGAPORE

MELBOURNE

MADRID

BERLIN

HOUSTON

LIMA

uK
The most visited city in Europe, 
London is home to 66 Michelin 
star restaurants and 4 of the 50 
best restaurants in the world. 
While the rest of the UK boasts a 
further 97 stars, 163 in total. 

The UK has experienced a 
culinary revolution which has 
changed the world’s perception 
of the British dining scene. 
london
brighton 
bristol 

usa
new York city
Boasting 45,000 restaurants, 
serving over 200 different 
cuisines, 8 of the best restaurants 
in the world and 77 Michelin 
starred restaurants.

houston
An emerging American city for 
foodies, Houston is acclaimed 
for its restaurants, food 
markets, food trucks, cafés 
and bars.

south america
lima
In 2016, three of the best 
restaurants in the world were 
named in Lima, and it was 
named as one of the top 
destinations for Foodie Tourism.

australia
melbourne has been named 
among the world’s best food 
cities and is hosting the Worlds 
50 Best Restaurant Awards in 
2017.

asia
singapore has undergone 
a strategic transformation 
into an international food 
destination.

euroPe
berlin 
Has been called ‘Europe’s 
Undiscovered Foodie 
Destination” and the city 
has the potential to be 
the next big destination 
for food tourism.

madrid 
Is being dubbed the food 
capital of Southern Europe, 
attracting Michelin star chefs 
and foodie tourists.
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conscious, clean
andWild
Back to basics approach to dining with a focus on seasonal, fresh, 
wild and unprocessed ingredients. As consumers become more 
conscious of the impact food has on their health, the environment 
and society the industry turns to seasonal and fresh local 
ingredients, shifting away from processed meats and refined sugars.

SUSTAINABLE | HEALTHY | FORAGED & WILD | ORGANIC | LOCAL PRODUCE | SUPERFOODS

•	 With the majority of adults 
trying to eat healthier in 
2017 the demand grows 
for healthier options on 
menus.

•	 diners aren’t dieting, they 
are looking for long term 
healthy lifestyles that will 
improve their health and 
well being.

•	 globally diners are willing 
to pay more for foods 
with health attributes, in 
2017 we expect to see 
more seaweed, goat and 
bone broth on menus 
as consumers seek their 
nutritional	benefits.
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native - neals Yard, london 
Dining experience that offers guests the best 
wild food of the British countryside, uniting the 
country’s best foraged food and game.

tiny leaf - london
Organic, zero waste and vegetarian 
restaurant. Operating out of Mercato 
Metropolitano, a food market space 
celebrating local suppliers, small scale 
farmers and the community.

agern - nYc 
New restaurant in Grand Central Terminal 
from Noma co-founder Claus Meyer, 
serving Nordic cooking with local American 
ingredients.

o.my - melbourne 
‘Degustation’ only restaurant, everything 
is grown on-site, foraged for from nearby 
creeks or sourced from local farmers.

el invernadero - madrid 
Gastro-botanical cuisine. Seasonal 
vegetables are the main focus of the tasting 
menu served in a glass cube restaurant with 
only four tables.

tanya’s cafe - london
Raw food restaurant and cocktail bar in 
Chelsea, everything is raw, plant-based, 
hand-picked, organic, ethically sourced, and 
free from refined sugar, dairy  or gluten.

silo - brighton
Zero Waste restaurant with the ethos 
‘Respect for the environment. Respect for the 
way our food in generated and respect for 
the nourishment given to our bodies’.

norn - edinburgh
Serving food from Scottish suppliers and 
growers who are sustainable, ethical and 
passionate about their ingredients. The 
restaurant is closed Tuesday and Wednesday 
lunchtimes for the chefs to forage.

“more than 7 in 10 adults tried 
to eat healthier in 2016.”

conscious, clean
and
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Diners embrace the 
relaxed and social sharing 
culture, enjoying tapas and 
small plates in a variety of 
cuisines. Traditional tapas 
and modern fusion small 
plates are served at a 
steady pace, allowing diners 
the opportunity to sample 
a variety of dishes over 
conversation and drinks. 

Sharing small dishes appears 
to make diners braver, as 
the fear of ordering the 
wrong thing is eliminated by 
sharing; the result is exciting 
and experimental flavours. 

RELAXED & CASUAL | CONVERSATIONAL | SMALL PLATES | MODERN FUSIONS | AUTHENTIC TAPAS | TASTE VARIETY

sharing plates give 
diners the opportunity 
to explore new 
flavours	and	try	new	
food combinations, 
enjoying them and 
discussing them with 
friends.

sociable

SHARIng
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monmouth Kitchen - london
Contemporary Italian and Peruvian small plates, from 
tacos and ceviche to pizza and pasta.

amada - nYc & Philadelphia
Merging traditional Spanish with a few modern twists. Also 
serving ‘family style’ suckling pig

izakaya - houston
‘Japanese Pub and Plates’, a modern day Izakaya which 
is a Japanese tavern serving fusion small plates.

barbelia - madrid
International flavours and fusion small plates that are 
designed to share.

Barrafina	-	London
Traditional Spanish tapas bar, 2015’s No.1 restaurant in 
Britain at the National restaurant awards (No.2 in 2016)

el gato negro - manchester
Traditional Spanish dishes from Madrid, Barcelona and San 
Sebastian with a focus on seasonal, fresh ingredients.

el tardeo - singapore
Urban and contemporary Spanish tapas bar,  celebrating 
‘Sombremesa’ which means sitting at a table chatting and 
enjoying each other company.

shackfuyu -  london
Casual and laid back Japanese ‘booze & soul food’ 
served sharing style from the Bone Daddies team.

“sobremesa” 
time spent at the table 
in conversation, digesting, 
relaxing, drinking 
and enjoying.

sociable

RELAXED & CASUAL | CONVERSATIONAL | SMALL PLATES | MODERN FUSIONS | AUTHENTIC TAPAS | TASTE VARIETY
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street food
Inspired by the bustling Indian street food markets and faded Irani 
cafés, the ‘real’ Indian food trend means healthy, home cooked 
family recipes and street food classics. Casual small plates and 
street food to Michelin Star restaurants, the trend celebrates the 
healthy and bold flavours of authentic Indian cuisine.

STREET FOOD | IRANI CAFES | AUTHENTIC | HEALTHY & BOLD

•	 research indicates that 
indian street food is going 
global, with paranthas, 
tikkas, gol gappas and 
chaats taking centre-stage 
on menu’s around the 
world. 

•	 expect a variety of dosas, 
cheelas, burgers with spicy 
indian patties and indian 
sherbets	to	be	the	flavour	
of the season.

•	 chef’s and restaurateurs  
are taking inspiration 
directly from the streets 
of mumbai – traveling 
throughout the city, taking 
in the sights and tastes. 

•	 Popular drinks pairings 
include lassis (yoghurt & 
spices drink) and sharbats 
(fruity iced drinks)
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dishoom - london & edinburgh 
Inspired by the faded Irani cafés of Bombay, 
serving street food classics and famed for 
their breakfasts.

chutnify - berlin
Authentic and healthy South Indian Street 
food and specialising in the dosa

hoppers - london 
Family style cooking from Tamil Nadu and Sri 
Lanka. Hoppers, Dosa, Rice, Roast.

mowgli - liverpool
Healthy Indian food that encaptures the 
values of Indian Culture - family, sharing and 
community.

bombay street food - toronto
Bought Mumbai’s regional flavours and 
comfort food to Toronto, where the owners 
felt real Indian food was misrepresented.

Pub royale - chicago
Indian-Anglo pub with craft beer and 
cooking inspired by Indian street food.

deli streets - melbourne
Bringing the energy and flavours of the Indian 
Street Food markets to Melbourne

Kricket - london
Indian small plates, big tastes and cocktails 
in Brixton’s ‘Pop’

CHURCHILL | BOMBAY STREET FOOD| S/S2017
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rustic
CRAFT BEER & PIZZA | SMALL PLATES | FAMILY FEASTING | COMMUNAL & CASUAL

home slice - london
Simple pizza, beer and wine from humble 
beginnings as a street food vendor with a 
hand built oven, Homeslice now has 3 sites 
across London and delivery available.

Polpo - london, bristol & brighton
A bàcaro (humble restaurant) serving 
Venetian small plates and young Italian 
wines. 

PlY - manchester
Pizza, small plates, craft beers and cocktails 
in a industrial space also used for exhibitions 
and live music.

lavanderia Vecchia - berlin
Family style Italian dining in a old Laundrette.

motorino - nYc, singapore, malaysia & 
manila
Dubbed the best pizza in NYC by the 
New York Times, despite its international 
presence Motorino maintains the feel of a 
neighbourhood Pizzeria.

axelrad & luigi’s - houston
A collaboration and community gathering 
space from craft beer bar Axelrad and 
Luigi’s Pizzeria, where beer and pizza can be 
enjoyed alfresco with live music and outdoor 
cinema showings.

crate brewery & Pizzeria  - london
Crate Beer Microbrewery’s  own bar and 
pizzeria in the ground floor of The White 
Building art centre.

enoteca de luca - london
Italian wine bar with the philosophy ‘Piccolo 
e bello’ - small is beautiful including their 
simple menu, small plates and attention to 
the small details.

Italian Proverb 
Meaning ‘At the 
table, one does 
not grow old’

“a tavola non 
s’invecchia”

Craft Beer, Italian Wines, 
Prosecco
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italian is often named as consumers 
favourite cuisine, with pasta and 
pizza many diners favourite food.
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red’s true barbecue - uK Wide
‘Church of the True Barbecue’ - Southern smokehouse.

baton rouge - Paris
Louisiana style bar with New Orleans cocktails and 
bayou classics.

st lou’s assembly - chicago
Cafeteria style dining paying homage to ‘meat & three’ 
Southern style.

one sixty - london
American smokehouse from Michelin-starred chef David 
Moore.

birds & bubbles - new York city 
Elevated take on Southern comfort classics, chicken wings 
and champagne.

miss Katie’s crab shack - melbourne
Seafood bakes and homemade Southern classics.

up in smoke - melbourne
Beef - Smoke - Beer. American barbecue restaurant and 
craft beer garden.

absurd bird - london
Innovative chicken shop with new twists on Southern classics.

SOUTHERN COMFORT  | BARBECUE SMOKEHOUSES  | MEAT FEASTS  | DIRTY DUDE FOOD

•	 the burger market is booming, with 
it being worth over £3 billion in the 
uK and $73 billion in the usa.

•	 southern comfort food restaurants, 
fried chicken concepts and us 
style burger joints grow evermore 
prominent in the industry.

A culinary journey through the American South’s 
vast landscape and colourful heritage takes 
diners through sizzling smokehouses, creole 
southern comfort diners and laid back 
crab shacks. 

Shaped by history, the cuisine of the South 
has Spanish, English, African, French, Native 
American & Latin American influences, resulting 
in unique and bold flavours. Southern cities New 
Orleans and Houston have gained international 

acclaim for being foodie destinations, and soul 
food classics are enjoyed worldwide. Famed 
southern hospitality means mealtimes are always 
an occasion and this celebratory atmosphere 
is replicated in bustling restaurants around 
the world.

Barbecued meats, buttermilk fried chicken and 
southern favourites like Jambalaya, gumbo as 
well as Po’boy rolls are just some of the dishes 
that are increasingly enjoyed internationally.
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WEEKEND TREAT | BOTTOMLESS BRUNCHES | LONG & LAZY | BOOZY BREAKFASTS

• Brits are dining out for 
breakfast nearly as often 
as they dine out for dinner - 
cheaper prices and family 
friendly menus are driving 
breakfast sales.

• Consumers also seek out 
breakfast food throughout 
the day, with many diners 
enjoying ‘Brinner’ (breakfast 
for dinner).

the brunch club - liverpool
Solving the problem of having a long lie in and missing 
breakfast, The Brunch Club serves breakfast all day.

Paowalla - nYc
A brunch menu celebrating the flavours of Indian street 
food and designed for sharing.

shackfuyu - london
Japanese ‘Booze Food’, Shackfuyu’s Sunday brunch menu 
comes with unlimited prosecco or pineapple sake.

Duck	&	Waffle	-	London
Dan Doherty’s iconic brunch menu served 24/7, with 
stunning views across London from the 40th floor of the 
Heron Tower.

the barge house - london
Serving ‘breakfast in bread’ at weekends - sourdough 
loaves stuffed with breakfast goodness and signature 
Bloody Mary’s.

house of small Wonders - berlin & brooklyn nYc
Boho cafe serving a Japanese-French-American brunch
and lunch.

cafe federal - madrid, barcelona, girona & Valencia
A menu of healthy brunch options made with fresh, local 
ingredients.

traiteur - dubai
One of the most luxurious brunch options in Dubai, with 
unlimited champagne on offer and opulent dishes served 
from open kitchens. 

as an affordable 
and family friendly 
alternative to dinner 
out, breakfast and 
brunch continues to 
grow as a trend. 
diners look forward 
to long and lazy 
weekend brunches 
with their family 
or a few breakfast 
cocktails with 
their friends. 
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latin
STREET FOOD | COLOURFUL CULTURE | AUTHENTIC FLAVOURS | ENERGETIC & FESTIVE

casa neta - nYc
Authentic Mexican small plates paired 
with over 140 mezcals and tequilas

butifarra - london
Casual and colourful Peruvian street 
food, named after the slow cooked 
sandwich Butifarra

casita andina - london
Playing homage to the family run 
picanterias of Peru, chef Martin Morales (of 
Andina & Ceviche) celebrates his heritage 
and his Peruvian grandmother’s saying 
“Aquí se cocina con cariño” (Here we 
cook with love)

chicha - berlin
Chicha celebrates the vast culinary diversity 
of Peru - from ceviche, tiradito, causa to 
arroz chaufa and anticuchos de Corazon

tiradito - madrid
Traditional Peruvian cuisine and pisco sours 
bar with a menu built of Ceviche, Tiraditos, 
Chifa (Peruvian-Chinese) and Nikkei 
(Peruvian-Japanese).

lucha loco - singapore
Taqueria and garden bar serving Mexican 
street food and tequila.

llama - copenhagen
South American restaurant, serving dishes 
from across the continent from Lima to 
Mexico City, but maintaining their Nordic 
roots with local and seasonal produce from 
their surroundings.

lucre libre - liverpool
Authentic Mexican street food served 
tapas style for sharing.

in 2016 3 of the best restaurants 
in the world were named in 
lima, and national geographic 
named the city as one of the 
top destinations for foodie 
tourism.
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Well travelled diners are increasingly 
adventurous when it comes to trying 
new cuisines, dishes and ingredients. 
This desire and demand for the new 
and exciting sees fusions of world 
flavours; Japanese, Peruvian, Korean, 
Mexican, Vietnamese intermixed with 

western cooking techniques. 
The casualisation of eating out and 
the strong influence from streetfood 
means bowls replace plates as the 
choice vessel. The healthy aspect of 
world foods are emphasised as we 
hear phrases like “superfood bowls”.

ASIAN | PACIFIC FUSION  | BOWL FOOD  | SOUTH AMERICAN | POWER BOWLS | HEALTHY | CASUAL | STREET FOOD 

the uK burger market is worth £3.28 billion,  
and in the us burger market is worth          
$73 billion.

horizons’ latest list of bubbling under brands, 
those	currently	with	less	than	five	outlets	
but with plans to expand, shows nearly 70 
concepts offering an american-style dining   
or burger experience.

Pacifico	-	Berlin
‘Buns & Bowls’ Korean fast food fusion serving 
burgers, ramen, tacos, bibimbap and curry.

chifa - madrid
Serving ‘Chifa Cuisine’, Chinese influenced 
Peruvian food.

shulang shulang - london
Create your own Chinese hotpot, choose 
your own broth and ingredients and add to 
your hot pot.

black roe - london
Pacific Rim Cuisine in Mayfair, specialising in 
Hawaiian poke, seafood and grilled meats.

Pho cafe - uK nationwide
Authentically prepared Vietnamese street 
food with restaurants in London, Brighton, 
Leeds, Manchester, Birmingham, Cambridge 
and Bristol. 

momosan ramen - nYc
Authentic ramen and sake joint with a laid 
back, communal atmosphere.

terra - singapore
Michelin starred fusion restaurant serving a 
Tokyo-Italian tasting menu

bar soba - glasgow, edinburgh & leeds
Pan Asian street food and cocktails serving 
small plates, rice bowls and noodle bowls.

Diners are becoming braver with flavour, with the majority of Brits considering themselves 
adventurous when it comes to trying new cuisines.
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HEAD OFFICE & STOKE SHOWROOM
No. 1 Marlborough Way
Tunstall
Stoke-on-Trent
ST6 5NZ

LONDON SHOWROOM
Business Design Centre
Suite 102
52 Upper Street
Islington
London
N1 0QH

MADRID SHOWROOM
Calle Princesa No 2
7ta Planta
Puertas 4 y 5
Madrid 28008
España
Tel: 910 004 929

churchill1795.com
@churchill1795
churchill1795
@churchill_1795

Tel: +44 (0) 1782 577 566
Fax: +44 (0) 1782 524 355
email: info@churchill1795.com

In the printing of this 
brochure, every effort 
has been made to 
ensure perfect 
reproduction of 
product colours, but 
due to printing limitations, 
they may not be an 
exact match to the 
actual product. 


